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"Alas,---E£Q£ Yorick"!

, .The beginnings of human dissection like
most sciences or any early efforts of man for that
matter are buried in the distant past. Early man
kept no written records so it is impos~i~le"to sar
just where the science of anatomy had l.t s l.nceptl.on.
Today we credit the Greeks with being the founders
of this branch of medical science, but the civilizations of Babylon, Egypt, India and China preceded
the rise of Greece, and it is known that all of them
had some knowledge of the structure of the human
body. The ancient Egyptions practiced the art of
embalming, but it is unlikely that they had a very
extensive knowledge of the human body and its functions, since dead bodies were sacred, and anyone
who did vionence to one was held in low esteem .
Yet in spite of this veneration for the bodies of the
dead, medical papyri dating back 1500 B. C. give us
some of our earliest written record's of anatomy and
surgical procedure.
Aristotle who lived in the fourth century
B.C. and who is accredited as being the founder of
NATURAL HISTORY and the father of Anatomy never himself dissected a human body. His importance to medical science lies in the fact that he greatly influenced his pupil, Alexander, the Great. This resulted in the encouragement of the study of the biological sciences in all of the countries that he conquered eventually in the founding of the ,great library
and museum at Alexandria, Egypt . With the fall of
Alexander ' s empire, the center of world learning
Alexandria where anatomy was fir~t rec?gnized as a distinct science and the human dlssect~on

shifted to
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is referred to as the Alexandrian period and lasted
from about 300 B.C. until 150 A.D.
With the extinction of the ptolemaic dynasty in Egypt and the death of Cleopatra in 30 B.C.
Egypt was absorbed into the Roman Empire. and the
study of anatomy began to wane. Human dissection
practically ceased to exist by the year 150 A.D.
and it was not revived until 1100 years later. During this period the Christian Church closed down the
medical schools. and human dissection was punishable
by excommunication. Man's knowledge of anatomy
during this thousand year period was based upon the
teachings of an ancient Greek physician. Claudius
Galen, who lived from 130 A.D. until 200 A.D. Although
he was a student at Alexandria, he had never dissected
a human cadaver himself, but based findings upon the
dissection of animals.
The earliest medical school to be founded
in Europe was at Salerno in 900, but human dissection was not revived until about 1300 at the medical
school in Bologna, Italy. This consisted of semipublic post mortem examinations always carried out
under the watchful eye of a monk or lawyer. During
the 14th and 15th centuries each medical school was
granted permission to dissect the bodies of two
executed criminals each year. These offasions were
usually somewhat elaborate ceremonies attended by
hundreds of spectators and presided over by a professor who ·read from a text while his assistant
demonstrated the lines of incision with a pointer.
The actual cutting or work of dissection was carried
out by a barber-surgeon.
About the middle of the 16th century a man
came into prominence as a medical student who revolutionized the practice of dissection. This man was
Andreas Vesalius, the originator and father of
modern anatomy. As a medical student in Paris he
exerted all of his efforts to raising the standards
of dissection. At the third demonstration of anatomy
he attended he shoved aside the barber-surgeon who
was performing the cutting, and he took the scalpel
in his own hand. As a professor of surgery.'at the
University of Padua he continued the pr~ctlc~ of
dissecting with his own hand? and of uSlng h~s
.
students as assistants. He l~vented and d~Vlsed hlS
own instruments. He threw aSlde the teachlngs ?f
Galen and substituted his own original observatl0ns.
In 1543 he published his own textbook of anatomy . a

work consist i ng of 663 pages with many illustrations.
By the 18th century anatomical dissection
had been fairly well established allover Europe.
The approach to human anatomy had been changed from
descriptive to operative anatomy or surgical anatomy.
This meant that for a student to become a skilled
surgeon, he must dissect the human body himself.
Anatomy courses in the medical schools were reor ganized, and private or extra-mural anatomical
schools came into existence.
This great increase in the number of medical schools and the students who attended them
brought about a shortage of cadavers. The various
countries of Europe which were more enlightened than
Great Britain and the U.S. in this respect soon
pa ssed legislation making available to the medical
s chools, the bodies of executed criminals and uncl aimed pauper dead from various institutions but
there was no public regulation to supply bodies to
t he English until 1832, so the practice of graverobbing and body snatching came into prominence.
The man who secured bodies from graveyards for dissection were variously known as ghouls, body snatchers or resurrectionists. These men were prOfessionals and they workedout a detailed technique to carry
on their business. The resurrectionist period characteristic of the 18th and 19th centuries in the
s tudy of human anatomy is filled with accounts of
greed, avarice and even murder. The government in
Great Britain as well as the U.S. insisted that a
medical student be able to practice medicine and
surgery intelligently and capably before he was
granted a license. At the same time the government
was indifferent to the needs of the medical schools,
be cause it refu s ed to pass a law making available
unclaimed bodie s t o me dical schools. The only recourse that the se s chools had then was to purchase
bodies from resurre c t ionists or to have the doctors
or students visit cemetaries and steal bodies themse lves. Not until the l ate 19th century was this
fault corrected in the U.S. The Warburton Anatomy
Act larg:ly.ended the practice of body-snatching in
Gr eat Brlta ln 50 years earlier.

Personnel, Methods and

Technique of Body-snatching
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The self-respecting grave robber took
pride in his skill, and he worked out a method
whereby the corpse was extracted from its grave with
a minimum of time and effort spent and the possibility of detection kept at a minimum. Detection usually
resulted in being careless about some detail.
In the first place the resurrectionists
were of two schools. There were gentlemen in the
business as well as rascals. The gentlemen were
the doctors and students at medical schools who were
in the business purely because of a scientific motive.
The rascals were in the business solely for the money
to be derived from the sale of the corpse.
The first step in the business was to secure knowledge of a prospective burial usually in
the vicinity. Doctors, friends or former students
usually gave the tip-off.
The second step was to locate the grave
accurately in daylight hours so valuable time would
not be lost at night when the body was being extracted from its resting-place.
Three albe-bodied men were needed for a
disinterment. One drove the rig; his j,ob was to
drive away after droppingoff his two accomplices at
a cemetary and later to return for them and the body.
The two men who actually removed the corpse
carefully examined the grave and its immediate
surroundings so that any sticks or patterns of
stones could be replaced exactly so after the grave
was filled in. The grave-robbers always had two
tarpaulins, one of which was opened on the ground
beside the grave and all loose soil thrown into or
on it. The excavation was begun at the head of the
grave, easily determined by examining the surrounding headstones. Since the soil was loose, it did not
take very long to dig down to the rough-box. The
head end of the rough-box was removed by boring a
row of holes with an auger having the end pried up.
The next step was the actual withdrawal of
the body with what was called the hook. This was an
iron bar about five faat in length, one end of which
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was t~ rned into a blunt hook while the other end
had a crossbar handle. The hook was placed under
the chin of the corpse and two men could draw the
corpse from th~ coffin onto the tarpaulin placed at
the head of the grave. Sometimes a harness was used
instead of a hook, since the hook usually damaged
the floor or roof of the mouth . The next step was
to remove the shroud or wearing spparel from the body
and throw it into the grave s o that the corpse was
absolutely stripped. Clothing, if found, made identificat ion of the body positive. Furthermore, the
grave-robbers were liable to a charge of theft or
larceny if any article other than the body was removed . Stealing a body itself could only be classified as a misdemeanor , since a dead body according
to English law does not constitute property.
When the body was stripped and laid upon
the canvas, it was carefully wrapped and tied, so
that nothing in the way of an ornament, jewelry or
clothing could drop upon the ground leaving a telltale sign. With the body wrapped and tied, the
grave re-filled and all tools accounted for and
wrapped into the tarpaulin upon which the soil had
been thrown the two men now had only two bundles to
pick up and catty to the waiting rig. Two albebodied men could complete the disinterment in one
hour.
Body-snatching in England
Grave robbing never reached the proportions in any other country like it did in England
during the last part of the 18th century and the
first three decades of the 19th century. The fact
that the most as well as the best medical schools
were located in London, Liverpool , Glasgow , Edinburgh
and Dublin will~ count for this . There were 12 medical schools in London alone and all of them were
supplied by professional resurrectionists.
There were about a dozen gangs of these
men operating i n London to supply the demands for
cadaverso Sir Astley Cooper was one of the great
dissectionists of this period, and in a biography
written by a nephe w we learn that Sir Astley dissected
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every day, if it were not a human cadaver under his
knife, it would be the carcass of an animal. At
one time he even dissected the body of an elephant
that had died in the Tower museum. He had had the
remains brought to his home, st. Mary's Axe, but
since the carcass was so heavy and unwieldy, a shed
had to be eonotrueted around it to keep it from the
eyes of the curious.
The Diary of ~ Resurrectionist written by
Ben Crouch, leader of a gang of four resurrection
men, gives a detailed account of the operations of
the gang for the years 1811 and 1812. During this
two year period these four men raised 783 bodies and
sold them to the London Medical schools for 3,000
guineas, netting each man about $1,750 which was a
handsome sum for that day.
In addition to the sale ofbodies, there was
a by-product in this business--the sale of teeth.
Dentists of that period used crude methods, the only
ones known for that day, and since it was difficult
to fill teeth, they were usually pulled and false
ones put in their place. False teeth were not manufactured , but were made up from those drawn from
corpses.
A man by the name of Harnett succeeded in
getting into the vaults of an underground ceme-tery in
London, and in two hours' time pulled hundreds of
teeth from the bodies interred there, enough to
bring a handsome sum from the London dentists. Ben
Crouch and Frank Harnett, in the year 1815, the last
year of the Napoleonic Wars , went to Spain and
followed the British Armies so that after a battle
they could get on the battlefield after dark andpull
teeth from the dead. Harnett amassed quite a fortune
in this business, and on his return to London he invested heavily in real estate.
Two resurrectionists named Burke and Hare
plied their trade in Edinburgh in the year 1828.
These two men hit upon the idea of converting the
living into subjects for the dissecting room. ~he~r
first murder occurred on Feb. 12, 1828. They lnvlted
an old hag named Abigal Simpson to their ho~e, plied
her with liqqor until she was as limp as a rag, then
by simply holding their hands over her nose and

mouth she was smothered to death, and they had a
nice fresh corpse for the medical school, and one
that bore no mark of violence. They received LIO for
this body and during the next eight months they murdered 15 more victims before they were found out.
During the trial Hare turned state ' s evidence, and
Burke was sentenced to be executed . He mounted the
gallows and the trap was sprung before a mob of
25 ,000 p00plc. His body was given to the medical
college for dissection and a crowd of 25,000 people
marched past his naked remains stretched out on a
black marble slab. After thebody was dissected, the
skeleton was articulated and hung in the Anatomical
Museum at Edinburgh.
Grave robbing was practiced for three
purposes : first to provide material for medical
students; secondly to furnish material for precept ors who gave anatomy instruction to medical
students not then in medical school; and finally
for the use of practicing physicians who improved
their skill in surgery or practiced for a difficult
impending operation.
Grave robbing by preceptors or physicians
was little suspected by the public who always blamed
the medical students. The lay public was opposed to
human dissection partly because in the past only
bodies of criminals were anatomised and therefore
they felt dissection was a posthumous disgrace.
Medical schools always swore that cadavers
used by them were shipped in from a distant city
usw;tlly in barrels of brine marked "beef" or "pork".
It 1S true that a few bodies were shipped by rail
or canal boat, but by far the greatest number were .
stolen from loca l graveyards. So the medical schools
in the rural areas said they used bodies that came
from large seaport cities, while the s chools in the
large cities claimed they received their subjects
from rural areas. In reality in those days of
limited and difficult transportation most bodies came
from the community in which the school was located.
The myth that local bodies were not used was employed
to allay the fears of the local residents.
As I have noted before, England and the
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United States were in the forefront of the civilized
world in insisting that to be properly trained, the
medical student and practitioner had to be trained
in anatomy; yet these were the last two countries
to make it possible for the medical professional
fraternity to obtain specimens for dissection,
legally. It was a series of murders by the english
resurrectionists decided "twas easier to make an
ambulatory into a cadaver for the dissection rooms,
and many murders were committed for this purpose
before parliament could be goaded into passing the
"anatomy Act". So in the United States, a grave
robbery right in our own Hamilton County Ohio so
aroused the public at large that . finally a timid ,
lethargic and hide-bound legislature could be forced
into action to grant to each medical school the
bodies of two executed criminals per year for the
purpose of dissection.
The Harrison Case
One of the most interesting and notorious
grave-robbing incidents in this country was the
famous Harrison Case which occurred on May 30th,
1878 at the Medical College of Ohio in Cincinnati.
On that day, one John Harrison , brother of Benjamin
Harrison who was later president of the U.S. went to
the college with a writ to search for the body of
William B. Devin, a young friend of the Harrison
family who had died several days previously and
whose body had been stolen. A search of the premises
failed to reveal the body~ Devin, but young Harrison did uncover the body of his own father stretched
on a dissecting table . This man was the son of
William Henry Harrison, the ninth president of the
U.S. and the father of a future president of the U.S.
Incidents like these aroused the public
in general and placed the medical schools in illrepute, but they also served a useful purpose for
they ultimately led to the several states passing
laws that provided the dissecting material which the
medical schools needed from the unclaimed pauper
dead. Massachusetts and New York were the first
states to enact such laws. The Ohio Anatomy Law
was enacted in 1881, and medical schools in that
state were assured of dissecting material. This law
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was amended in 1932 so that Embalming schools were
also assured that they would receive unclaimed bodies for their students.
"Old Cunny"
Probably the most villainous and notorious resurrectionist in this area was William Cunningham of Cincinnati, Ohjq who plied his trade in
this community for about fifteen years just prior
to, during and after the Civil War . He was frequently referred to as Old Man Dead but more often
as Old Cunny, not a contraction of his name Cunningham, but since he was sly ·and cunning as a fox. He
was born in Ireland in 1807, a huge raw-boned man
of prodigious strength and an unquenchable thirst
for hard liquor. During the day he was a dray-man,
but at night, a professional resurrectionist who
supplied the medical colleges of Cincinnati with
cadavers stolen from the local cemeteries.
Old Cunny stole bodies for other localities besides Cincinnati. In 1870 he left a large
box with U.S. Express Office marked "Glass, handle
with care. C.O.D." The box was addressed to a Dr.
Hayden in Leavenworth, Kansas. The agent was suspicious of Cunny and had the box opened when it was
found to hold the body of a negro woman all ready
for dissection.
,
There is a story about Cunny that relates
how some medical students played a joke on him,
and to get even with them he resurrected the body
of a small-pox victim which he delivered to their
dissecting-room. A number of the students as a result became infected with the disease, some fatally
so .
Old Cunny died on November 2, 1871, but
this was not the last of his earthly remains.. During his life he had sold his own body to the Medical
College of Ohio. His widow turned his remains over
to that institution and managed to get an extra $5.00
for his giant carcass. His skeleton still remains
in the medical college of Cincinnati. His widow
promptly went into the business of resurrecting bodies. The last heard from her was her arrest in 1878
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along with four other members of a gang.
The end of the nineteenth century brought
to a close the heroic age in the history of body
snatching when resurrectionists , doctors and medical
students visited the cemeteries and graveyards to
find their own cadavers, either for sale or for
dissection.
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Joe Morton--

~

Good Reporter

From February to early June, 1944, Joseph
Morton and I shared the second floor of a small,
two-story house at 377 Via Califati in Bari, Italy.
He was a young Associated Press war correspondent
who had covered the U. S. Fifteenth Air Force in
Africa and was covering it again now that its heavy
bombers were flying out of Foggia and its headquarters were in one of Mussolini's new semi-skyscraper office buildings in Bari .
Morton also was covering the Yugloslav
Partisans, whose Mission to the Allies, under Col.
Vladimir Velebit, was in Bari.
I had come to Bari in December as one of
two Americans assigned to a British operation called
Force 266. Its name was an arbitrary doubling of
its parent, Force 133 in Cairo, which ran a desert
school where, in six weeks time, 'British Liaison
Officers~- or BLOs as they were called-- were given
cram courses in Serbo-Croat, Albanian, Greek, or
whatever, and trained in parachute drops, codes,
short-wave radio transmission and the use of plastic
explosives for demolition.
All this was run under the command of
Gen. Sir Henry ~fuitland Wils on at British headquarters in Cairo. In 1943, when the Eighth Army's
"phantoms", a special elite force, landed at Taranto on the toe of Italy ' s boot they raced on to Bari
and seized its radio station, as well as its daily
newspaper, before the surprised Germans could demolish them.
Radio Bari was the most powerful mediumwave transmitter in Europe, invaluable for propaganda
broadcasts. The newspaper, at that time the only
daily in liberated Italy, La Gazetta del Mezz ogi orno,
with its battery of 12 linotype mac~ines, wa~ equally
invaluable. We soon had these mach;nes runn~ng
around the clock, turning out "Yank and Stars and
Stri es for the U.S. forces, the Eighth Army ~ews
for ~he British, and the Maple .Leaf for Canad~an
forces. Daily it also turned out,thousands of leaflets in every Balkan language, wh~ch were dropped all
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carrier command
t
ove r the Balkans. by. .the U.S. roop
stationed in BrlndlSl .
Over Radio Bari, Force 266's specialists
d
t at dictation speed, news broadcasts
~~~~~ I~ase~~o:croat, Albanian and Greek.
Since Italy was under the jurisdictio~ of
General Eisenhower's Allied Forc~ Headquarter~ ln Algiers , General Wilson 's rule end~ng at an arbltra:y
line drawn through the Greek Island of Corfu, Barl
had been made a special enclave whose propaganda
activities Cairo continued to direct.
Force 266, largely staffed by PWE, the
British Political Warfare Executive , had immediate
charge of all the BLOs who had been dropped into
the Balkans. These included Brigadier MacLean 's
mission at Tito's headquarters in a Bosnian cave,
to which Maj or Randolph Churchill also was attached;
Brigadier Armstrong's mission to the Chetnik commander, Gen . Mihal ovich, and Brigadier Jeffries' mission
to the Albanian partisans under Enver Hoxha (pronounced HO-zha).
My own task, as a civilian with the assimilated rank of lieutenant colonel, was to direct
production of the daily "basic news" file on which
the radio announcers and leaflet writers based their
pr6ducts . I also provided a daily news summary for
Gen . Nathan TWining, commander of the 15th Air Force,
and ~or the ass group known as SBS or Special Balkan
Servlces.
Before Morton arrived, I had been sharing
a downtown apartment with Ivan Ivanovich, a young
Serbian whose family owned most of the shipping of
Yugoslavia. Having gone to Oxford, he had been
commissioned a British major for work with Force 266.
Our apartment had all of its windows shattered in
December when the Nazis flew up the whole Bari waterfront with a radio-controlled, flare-guided bomb.
The bomb also blew up a ship bringing in an entire
general hospital--the 26th--staffed by doctors and
nurses from Ann Arbor.
The new American military cemetery on the
hill above Bari was chiefly made up of their raw, red
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graves.
In the winter it gets bitter cold in Bari .
Because the windows were all smashed, I went to bed
each night in fleece-lined long underwear. I spent
many a long evening talking with Maj . Ivanovich
about his hopes and fears for the future of Yugoslavia. As a millionaire and a royalist, he of course
f eared the triumph of the Communist leader, Tito.
As a patriot who mortally hated the Nazis , he respected the brave resistance Tito had created in the
mountains and goat trails. It was an irony that
Col. Velebit, the head of Tito's Mission to the
Allies had, before the war, been chief counsel for
Ivanovich's shipping firm. "He was a brilliant lawye r," Vanny told me . "We never dreamed he was a
Communist. Now I happen to know it was he, as judge
advocate general, who signed all the death warrants
fo r the Chetniks and the Ustashi whom the Partisans
executed ."
Just before Christmas, Vanni and I sat
with Colonel Veleb it at a performance of the Puccini
Opera . A sturdy, qu iet, studious-looking man with
steel-rimmed glasses, Velebit left that same night,
as I learned later, to drop back into Tito's headquarters in Drvar, where his mountain cave was.
When the AP 's Joe Morton invited me to
share the flat he was renting as both home and offi ce, I jumped at the chance. At Force 266, I had to
share the rather drab Brittish rations cooked up at
our mess in the Hotel Moderno. Morton was drawing
15th Air Force r ations , including a fair supply of
prime steaks . He had hired a balding , genial Croatian refugee named Charl ie, who was a good cook and
could do wonders even with powdered eggs. A lean,
mournful Slovenian woman, Annie, kept house for us.
We lived quite well.
Morton was well known to all the brass of
the 15th Air Force , from African days. The previous
August, when the Red Army had liberated Bucharest,
the 15th had let Morton fly in with the Flying Fortre s ses they rushed to the Rumanian capital to fly
out the surviving U.S . airmen who had been shot down
in all the endless--and largely futile--efforts to
knock out the Ploesti oil f ields.

Morton, the only correspondent to accompany
this rescue flight, got a notable scoop. The moment
he was in Bucharest he raced to the royal palace to
seek out young King Michael. From him he got the
first, and first-hand, story of how, in amazingly
simple fashion, "Michael had overthrown the Iron
Guard Fascist dictatorship of Marshal Antonescu.
Michael did it in much "the same way that
King Victor Emmanuel had overthrown the blustering
Mussolini. He had simply summoned Antonescu for a
royal audience in his palace . As Antonescu sat before him, he had loyal palace guards seize the dictator and lock him in a closet, later taking him in a
guarded ambulance to a secure jail .
'
Shortly after I moved in with him, Morton
would get a second notable scoop, largely by accident , and by remote control . Marshal Tito had never
giv en an interview to any Allied newsman; indeed none
had ever reached his headquarters in that Bosnian
cave.
Some weeks before, a Serbian orthodox
priest named Vetchevich had passed throug h Bari on
his way irlto Yugoslavia . He was called "The Red
Priest" because he was one of the few religious
leaders who believed that Tito, instead of being
another stooge of Stalin , would emerge as the savior
of his country. Morton met and interviewed Father
Vetchevich.
By that time, some of our troop carrier
planes--C-47s--were ableto land, on rare clear
nights. on Bosniam mountain meadows by the li ght of
bonfires set by the Partisans, to carry out the
Partisan wounded, many of whom had been waiting
there for months with only primitive dressings on
their gangrenous wounds, for the one clear night
when an American plane might come. Father Vechevich
was going in on such a fli ght.
Morton, at the close of his interview,
asked Father Vechevitch if he would be good enough
to deliver to Tito a list of questions Mortonwould
provide him. Vetchevitch said he would. Morton
hastily drew up every important question he could
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think of about Tito's future plans for a liberated
Yugoslavia.
One midnight, while Morton and I were
sitting quietly gossiping and sipping some of the
fearful local cognac, there was a loud, imperious
rapping at our door.
.
Joe opened it to confront the imposing
f1gure of Colonel Vladimir Dediyer, second in command of Tito's ' Bari mission. Dediyer stood well
over 6 ft 5,with shoulders nearly as wide as the
door. He was in his full-, butternut grey uniform
with shiny black leather boots, and Red Star parti~
san forage cap.
Dediyer was being very forma l, standing
very stiff and straight. "II Signor Morton?" he
inquired, though he knew us both well. "Yes sir,"
said Morton.
"I have a communication from Marshal
Tito for you," said Dediyer.
"Come in, come in," cried the stunned
Morton . Dediyer nodded formally at me, though we
sometimes played chess together. Dediyer was as
pinkcheeked, blue-eyed and innocent looking as any
Iowa farm boy. He was an athlete, a champion runner.
He once told me the only time he ever got drunk was
while attending an international YMCA convention in
Cleveland. He was the s one of a famed University of
Belgrade geographer . His older brother, Stephan,
had attended Princeton, worked as a reporter on the
Herald Tribune, and as a paratroop volunteer with
the U.S. Army had carried the wounded Gen. Maxwell
Tayl or, commander of the 82nd Airborne, off the
field at Nijmegen . Both brothers were idealists
who had become Communists.
Vlado, as he was called, while fleeing
the Nazis with Tito, had seen his young wife killed
by a Stuka bomb and had dug her grave with a bayonet
on a frozen goat trail . Later a mortar shell left
metal fragments in his brain ; he wore a steel plate
over the wound, and from time to time went to the
American hospital in ~ aples for additional probings.
He wrote Tito 's biography, and after the war was
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banished by his hero for his irrepressibly independent spirit. Just now he was the ever-faithful
emissary.
"Here are Marshal Tito 's answers to all
your questions,1I he said, handing Morton a massive
document. III must warn you, however, that he places
a s trict stipulation on its use. Either you must
publish it in its entirety or publish none of it."
"Well," said Morton, III can't ' control that.
But I promise to send every word of it to the Associated Press.
Morton worked all that night like a man
possessed, telephoning the copy (it was in English)
word by word to Ed Kennedy, his chief in the AP's
Naples bureau (Rome had not yet fallen). Kennedy ,
in turn, tried to wire the text to New York, but it
never got past the desk of the American censorship
officer in Naples. The reason. by agreement with
the Briti s h, any stories involving the Balkans had
to be cleared by Gen . Wilson 's censors in Cairo.
They stopped the story .
The reason they gave was preposterous.
Tito, in one of his answers, demanded that the Allies
turn over to him all the Royal Yugoslav shipping interned in the harbor of Alexandria. The British
censors said this violated one of their own censorship "stops". no mention whatever of Allied shipping .
Of course, the Nazis knew as well as anybody the
ships were there. The real reason for stopping the
s tory was that Prime Minister Churchill was on the
eve of announcing his historic swit ch of support
from Mihalovich to Tito, but holding it up until the
BLO, Brigadier Armstrong , could make his way to safety from Mihalovich's headquarters (it was fear Mihalovich might kill him) . They did not want Tito to get
undue attention beforehand. Hence the stop.
Shortly after this, Major Randolph Churchill came out of Bosnia to Bari , and approached me
to s ee if I could not get him a s hort-wave radio receiver. The one he was using was woefully inadequate.
I called up the 15th Air Force and got ' him one of
their fines, a Hallicrafter . He was most grateful.
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That ~vening I took Morton to see him at the Hotel
Imperlale ,.the main BritiSh officers' mess. Mort on
lald ~ll hls.woes before Churchill, himself a lifelong JournalIst.
Churchil~ was as outraged as Morton .
He
sent of~ a stiff Wlre to General Wilson , and another
to ;res~den~ Roos~velt, urging the clearing of Mor~on s Tlto lnterv~ew . . He felt its pUblication was
Important to keeplng Tlto friendly to the Allies.
Kent Cooper, head of the Associated Press, also
called on Roosevelt. About two weeks after the
i~itial s~op, Mort on's interview was cleared.
Cooper
hImself wlred Morton congratulations.

That June. after the Normandy landings. I
was eager to leave psychological warfare to go With
the troops. MyoId newspaper -boss in Cleveland
agreed to accredit me in the field . I resi gned
from Force 266 and set off for Algiers to get the
new credentials. Morton gave me a gala farewell
party at Via Califati. It was the last time I ever
saw him.
J

I came back to Italy to accompany the Fifth
Army as far as Livorno , then went to Naples for
briefing on the imminent invasion of Southern France ,
where I landed on D-day, Aug. 15, 1944, with the U.S.
Seventh Army. We swept swiftly up the Rhone , and
through the Massif Central, until the Germans, fleeing out of Spain and Southern France. began assembling formidable res istance in the Vosges . In
October . with our troops bogged down, I flew back to
Italy on a B-25 courier plane to retrieve some of
the belongings I had left with Morton. I found
Charlie and Anna at Via Califati - but no Morton .
Charlie could no t explain where he had gone . "Something secret, " he said . "Air Force." Nobody at
1st Air Force at OSS , or Force 266 could tell me
more .
What act ually happened came out only after
the war . A revolt had broken out behind the German
lines in the mounta~ n fastnesses of Slovakia: Slovak
partisans created a small isl~nd of f~ee~om In the
Nazis ' own stronghol d , includlng an alrfleld. Hasti ly, in Bari, a joint PWE and OSS force had been
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organized to join the rebels; a party of 22 was
flown into the rebel stronghold of Banska Bystrica
by two 15th Air Force Flying Fortresses which landed
at the liberated field, then returned to Italy. Joe
Morton's old friends at 15th Air Force had wangled
him the chance to go along .
The revolt quickl y fell apart. The Germans quickly retook Banska Bystrica, and the Britis hAmerican Dawes Mission-its code name-had to flee for
t heir lives. They began making their way into the
forestsof the Tatra mountains, in the general direction of Hungary and the advancing Red Army, moving
ever higher amid the gathering frost and snow.
By Christmas, 1944,they were holed up,
snugly enough, in a woodcutter's shack close to the
very top of a mountain. On New Year's Eve they
managed a celebration of sorts. They had rounded up
some plum brandy from a friendly peasant. Morton
and the OSS men had improvised some crude American
fla gs, the British some Union Jacks. They drank and
sang Auld Lang Syne well into the small hours.
On t op of the mountain itself, a Slovak
partisan girl, Maria Gulevitch, and two American
GIs, kept a lonely vi gil, ready at any moment to
set a signal fire for the supply planes long expected
out of Bari. The fugitives had managed to maintain
occasional coded short-wave communication with Bari
and had asked for much-needed provisions.
Just before dawn, the sluggish revelers in
the mountain shack were wakened by automatic rifle
fire thudding through the doors and windows. The
Germans, who had been tracking them for weeks, had
the place surrounded. All were taken prisoner-- all
but the three watchers atop the mountain. The Germans did not know about them.
What happened after that is told all too
;ckly.
They
were her.ded down to the neares~ road,
qu ~
h I
driven to Gratz ~n
loaded i nto German ve lC es, concentration camp at
Austria, then finally to the seen a gain.
Matthausen. They were never
. ed Lynn HeinzerThe Associated Press ass1gn
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Press Club did not consult Joe Morton's former roommate b~fore.committing his fame irrevocably to bronze.
Some t~me, ~f you pass the plate outside that building, you will learn that Morton was "killed in Yugoslavia ." He never reached Yugoslavia, though he and
I both once trie d to do so together. He was not
killed in action. He was murdered in Austria, on
the direct orders of Adolph Hitler.
He was first , last and always , a good reporter. This is the first time I have ever set his
s t ory down, and i n doing so , I salute him and all
his breed. He gav e the last full measure of devotion to getting a story he never got a chance to
wr i teo
William Miller

J.H.A.Z.

J

"Los Angeles information? I ' m calling
f r om San Diego and I would like the phone number of
a man who, I believe, -lives in the Los Angeles area."
"No, I have no idea which area •••• Well ,
I'm sure, because I saw a picture of him in a Playboy a few years ago ••• his model was the centerfold •••
and it said he lived on a ranch in the foothills
outside L.A. Nine directories? Well that shouldn't
be too tough - just start at the back of each - Z,
Zorthian , Jiray'r Hamperzoom Arnak Zorthian. Please
do try , I know it ' s an unusual request but you are
an unusual operator, sir •••• Thanks!
it.

In t en minute s

I

had the number and dialed

"Hello"
"Jerry! "
"Yes - who is t his - say it again!"
"Jerry! "
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ling, later long chief of its Berlin bureau, to
spend full time on trying to find Morton. It was
not until the Nuremberg war crimes trials that the
truth finally emerged. A witness, the former Nazi
commandant at Matthausen, told the story.
A message came to him over the Ober
Kommando Wehrmacht's teletype from Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Himmler's deputy commander of the Gestapo.
It had two instruction: 1) Hitler's own order to
destroy all members of the Dawes mission, and 2) destroy the message itself.
The commandant said that, carrying out that
order, he told the 22 prisoners they were going to be
taken to a basement room for routine I.D. photos.
One by one they were taken there and put against a
wall, as if to be photographed. In the wall was a
small hole, through which a Luger pistol was thrust
to shoot each one through the back of the head.
Each body was then dumped in a nearby quarry and
covered with quicklime.
The three on the mountain, Maria Gulevich ,
the young Slovak Partisan girl , and her two GI companions, did manage to make their way, after a long
ordeal, to the Russian lines. She was brought to
the U.S. and in front of all the cadets at West Point,
was decorated by Gen. William Donovan, commander of
the OSS. She was the only woman ever so honored at
West Point. She came to see me afterward, and from
her I took down the whole story of what had happened
to my friend Joe Morton and The Dawed' mission.
So far as I could ever determine, Joe
Morton was the only war correspondent ever to land
behind the enemy lines, and the only one in history
ever to be executed. He thus deserves a memorial,
and fittingly, his name does appear on the bronze
plaque erected on the new headquarters of the Overseas Press Clubin Manhattan, listing all World War I I
corre spondents killed in action.
I hate to say this, but it seems part of
the pre-ordained destiny of the daily press always
to get some vital fact wrong. Too bad the Overseas
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"It can't be!"
And he called my name.

It had been 1943,

31 years ago, that we had last talked.
"Come on in tonight."
And I did , for my plane departed L.A . at
noon the following day.
Following his instructions, five freeways,
a detour, several streets, the~ b~yond the e~d ?f
the last one into a tortuous wlndlng r?ad cllmblng
almost vertical hills , as the sun proflled spare
foliage against the bare cliffs, I found him.
This fully bearded elf bounded out and
clasped me in his arms, all five foot one inch of
him . I had forgotten how short he was, but how does
one embrace a guy whose head hardly reaches your
armpit? I managed.
In the lengthening shadows we passed
through a giant door and stepped into perhaps the
most.clutt~red space I 've seen since visiting Calder ' s
studlO, WhlCh was the largest junk shop under cover
I've yet encountered.
Unconcernedly excavating a table corner
and two chairs he shoved me down and we looked at
one another. I had not seen the beard before, but
was hardly aware of it for we looked into each others
eyes. And his eyes are almost all you see.
Moses? No . Zoroaster? No. The giant orbs
of the Babalonians and early Persians . Here they
are preserved through the centuries in the deep
Armenian pools sparking at me, over the pre-classic
precisely sculptured lips that are the only distraction from those magnetic windows to another
world, Which, in turn, examined me.
Now anyone who says after almost a third of
a centurYI "You haven't changed a bit," is either a
liar, blind or perceptive. We both had exclaimed the
same phrase in unison. Then we laughed, for we are
both perceptive and we could see that what might have
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changed was unimportant - and what "mattered was
unchanged.
He produced a couple of drinks, some home
made goat cheese and then we talked . We rapidly
ticked off the statistics of thirty-one yearsl the
death of parents, marriages, children , divorces and
such, since we had parted, midwar , in Clarksville,
Tennessee at Fort Campbell .
Then a rather unusual conversation ensued.
Few words seemed necessary as mentally, silently and
amusedly our minds moved over the progression of
our acquaintance, just occasionally verbalizing seemingly unrelated nodes as punctuation to the quiet
musing . To a third party, the communication would
have been unintelligible . But we were alone.
I said: !lAnd she was the only one you
hadn't touched •.. ! He smiled. That sentence described the demise of Jerry's education at Yale
Universi ty.
He had been a senior in fine arts and was
famous among the students and fine arts faculty for
his anatomy sketch books and paintings, not just of
any old nude female, but females of parts--or ShOUld
I say particularly parts of females. Intimate parts,
in fact . seldom classically exposed in the fine arts
publicly exhibited in our day. but more reminiscent
of the ancient art secreted in the private collection
of the Vatican, or in Persian miniatures and Indian
religious sculpture, or perhaps some of the more
earthy Japanese prints. He had pursued his subject
with more than clinical zeal.
It was, perhaps, his discovery that the

~east.revealed apertu:e ?f the female of the spec-

le s dlsplays as much lndlvidual character and subtle
differentiation as the facial physiogmany with whose
endless variety all manking has been unashamedly
possessed through the a ges . I t bothered him n± the
least that this revelation was not his own first.
After all, there is nothing new under the sun, or
father either for that matter . And he exemplified
an ethic quite unrelated to the Judeo-Christian one
with which we are burdened.
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His preoccupation paralelled in line, the
t hrust (if I may use t he word) of Ge orge Bernard
Shaw 's early mentor Frank Harris in antibiographica±ly
detailing his similar discovery set forth in vivid
v erbal description . It seems that as an extremely
conscientious student of the arts, deeply involved
i n his in-depth research, he was discovered in an
on-campus studio bui lding by a mo s t unsympathetic
j a nitor, after closing hours. Now I am sure that we
en joy, in this enlightened club, both doctors and
teachers who woul d find such intensity of educational
research hi ghly commendable.
But no , this janitor described the incident
in vivid detail in his written report, embellished
by assumptions be, ond the facts . J erry's privately
known studies and pa intings that had proliferated
wi thout public display, provided ample circumstantial
evidence, before the fact, that got him quietly but
firmly dismissed wit hout a hearing , and that, over
t he vain protests of the wrestling coach.
"And she was the only one I hadn 't touched,"
he repeated quie tly . "The only one'!''' And he hadn't.
His seldom-varied routine was to delineate
hiR special sub ject in repose before indulging his

Mi chaelangelo-l ike progression to anatomy in motion.
So his demise presumed a crime of which he was, alas,
in this case, as yet uniquely innocent.
Then s':'_ence prevailed and he said, "And
how's Louise?"
"Abou"t - he same." And this brought us back
t o 55 W. 8th stree"t , New York City to my apartment on
t he occasion of ., s incere attempt to introduce one
of my more favor':'~e cousins to my futu:e siste:-inl aw and her si s er before her forthcomlng marrlage
to my next old er brother. He! a~ tha~ time, lived
i n Cuba and wou_c r eturn to Clnclnnatl to wed be~
fore he and hi s bri de would depart for Java to llve.
It migt~ have all worked out fine
t hat he r sister ~~d my favorite cous~n were
married--and their husbands took an lnstant
t ive dislike to o~e another. The fact that

except
both
competiwhile I
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1y preparing a many coursed dinner,
.
was 1 a b orlOUS
d
d
gu1fed my
the more than generously disperse an .en.
.
boo~e, which in time accelerated the f~lctlon to
heated and unbridled insult . By the tlme the
brother-in-law of my sister-in-Iaw- to-be . had called
a friend and told him to come on over, dlnner and
open warfare were all but ready.
Jerry , Louise and I were completely sober,
which didn't help a bit. In all fairness, our concern was that Louise was in near shock , so Jerry
decided to distract her with absorbing conversation
while I got things on the table.
The dinner was fabulous, if I say so myself, and qUleted the uproar somewhat when in came
the invited-uninvited guests.
When I opened the door it was my turn to
experience shock--but being of anglo-victorian upbringing my · jaw just dropped open an imperceptible
three inches.
This guy ushered in an exaggerated, though
younger , version of Mae West, except there was a
sort of dewy Marylin Monroe flavor to her cantilevered
profile . They, of course, were feeling no pain. I
returned Louise ' s glance with a little gesture indicating that this phenomenon had been produced by
her side of the family not mine.
Then Jerry looked up, saw her from the
other side of the room, jumped up and exclaimed,
pointing, "My God--are
those real?"
..
That did it I guess--because when she took
Jer:y into the ba~hroom to verify their authenticity,
Loulse somehow qUletly departed--and the farewell part
of the party had been accomplished .
Subnote: Though I was an usher, and her
sister a bridesmaid a few weeks later, my cousin
sent re grets. Louise has most unappreciatively
never mentioned my generous party in her honor, and
I believe somehow she does not place the blame on her
sisters husband where it truly belongs . Jerry merel y
voiced what we were all, including Louise, wondering ,
and he being research oriented--verified.
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.•• After a while I said, "With maturity,
find glass shower doors superior to pink shower
curtains." He then walked me out on the porch overlooking Pasadena lighted below, and responded.
" Here 's my shower ..• out of doors-:-wid~ op~n." I
conceded that allowing for the cl~mat~c d~£ference,
I thought he had me there.
I

The reference was, however, to the result
of a conversation we drifted into one evening when
we both conclude d that bachelor bathrooms were
really dull places, and he had impetuously taken
down my brand new pink shower curtain, and with pen
and india ink, laid it out on the floor and freehand
proceeded to alter the bathroom scene.
Note , The author of this paper has consented to allow this rather tame improvision to be
shown here tonight so that you may verify the artists
sketching and research capabilities, but I fear he
will not allow it to become a part of the library or
bathroom of this venerable club.
More silence--more reverie--then, "We
should have patented it for sure!"
And we were off to a fourth floor walk up
skylite studio atop a condemned loft building at 29th
and Broadway in 1938.
Those had been busy days for we were involved in successfully bidding and executing the
reproduction and enlargement of artists original
small scale drawings, to mammoth full scale murals
on both the exteriors and interiors of the gaudy
buildings characterizing the New York Worlds Fair
of 1939.
Our method was unique, for we had to pay
union wage incompetent wall painters to execute
thos gargantuan travesties on modern, ge ometric,
traditional, romantic, semi, deni , and anti, art.
We had the market cornered until our system was
ultimately borrowed by our frustrated competitors.
But we had gained the maj or commissions before final
execution revealed our method. We followed the usual
procedure, ~aling drawings into rectangles, but there
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we departed. We photographed them in color, projected them to full size onto rolls of heavy paper
draped over a vertical screen almost twenty feet
high , then traced the outlines of color forms to
scale . Jerry did the figures, I did the rest.
These were rolled out on large tables covered with
padding, the outlines perforated with perforating
wheels, and then the trick--we color coded the areas.
When hung on the great walls, charcoal dust was
rubbed through the perforations transcribing to the
wall the outline of each shape which our painters
filled in fr om code-colored buckets of paint. Our
largest was the Communications Building , over four
hundred feet long and over 100 feet high.
It had never occurred to us that by not
patenting the procedure we would miss the boat on
a business that still prospers by rendering nonartists into accomplished executors of an almost
unlimited choice of non-art-art, "paint by the numbers", available still at your friendly neighborhood
paint , craft and hobby shop.
Our non-conversation progressed much more
widely and at a much more rapid pace than this
reading--for the mind does travel at infinitely
greater speeds than the eye or lip--and no explanations were necessary. Just an occasional grunt-burst of laughter--and the exchanges of meaningful
phrases.
Time and propriety demand that I just pick
out a few more examples for this more leisurely
account.
"What ever happened to the instant wall
drapery?" I did not answer the question--as an
answer was not really expected. Our thoughts flew
to the necessity f or the production of the instant
wall drapery in question.
I had labored for several years to hand
build every interior detail and piece of furniture
for my studio apartment on 8th stre~t, start~ng with
hand slotting the hand rubbed and o~led stra~ ght
grain cedar home-made venetian b~inds to stret?h
acro s s the large eighth street wlndows, necessltated
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by

the multi-colored garrish flashing li ghts reflected

o~ my Edwards Manufacturing Company,. Cincinnati m~de,

tin ceiling, rendering pre-psychade11c, psychade11c
patterns of screaming lights on it.
The blinds were executed while I was still
tearing out walls and were the first stage of the
project.
At the end, almost three years later,
after rugs were hand tied, or made of rawhide attached
shapes of on-the-hoff matched color. cattle hides,
salt cured in my bath tub (to be thenceforth rendered
forever pitted and non-slip), there only remained
unfinished one large long uninterrupted wall. Having previously solved the problem of loneliness in
the bathroom, Jerry tackled this wall in his unique
improvisational manner, but this time in color,
varying from three inch ~atula strokes to almost
Salvadore Dali - scale miniature details.
The subject was a masterly scramble of
the techniques of the then-popular Mexican muralists.
The dominant center of interest was a mother-earthy
mountain of deep red-brown shades, whose almost
s ymmetrical mass was interrupted only by a deeply
shaded but clearly distinct crevace. deeply incised
and c ontaining the only soft veg etation, almost
fern-like on either side of the dewy cleft. It
suggested certainly a maternal Sequeiros from an
unusual but definitely s outhern exposure.
Elsewhere , groupings of restless Orozco
rev9lutionaries attacked the statuesque twin volcanlC peaks of Popocatepetl and Ixtacihuatl with
intense abandon. Rivera-like clUsters of peasants
revelled in domestic pursuits in vivid contrast
wi th yankee millionaires indulg ing what seemed to
be the same activities--the distinction being one
of earthiness versus decadence--I think. Lozano
a~d ~uiz.were r~presented each in his own style,
f1tt1ng 1nto th1s colorful ode to Mexican Revolut i onary painters wildly or quietly engaged in disconnected but closely related pursuits under a
floating , Tamayo-like, female, reminiscent, perhaps,
of his "Call of the Revolution", but certainly less
political. less draped but no less commanding.
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Jean Charlot- -of Mexican background despite his French name- - then teaching at the Art
Student League of New York, later inserted his own
contribution--wholly in the spirit of the theme ,
only to be topped, in turn , by Miguel Covarrubias ,
in New York to do a pair of murals over the stairs
of Harlen's famed swinging Savoy. His colors , so
vivid in contrast to the more earthy palate of his
Me xican compatriots--departed the Mexican theme
also by presenting his ode to Harlem, interpreting
the then current dances the "Lindy Hop"--the "Big
Apple"--and even " Pecking" as I never saw them performed at the Savoy.
This mural grew to cover the whole wall,
and to my ecerlasting re gret, was painted directly
on plaster backed by an old brick wall .
One other contributuion was added that I
particularly cherish in my memory . It was located
on an opposite wall, a gain on plaster , and was
painted by our neighbor and, too soon to die, friend
Kuniosche, using the same model as in his sensitive
painting among Mary Johnston ' s collection and lovely
gift to the Cincinnati Art Museum, but in an exquisitely executed pose--that even if it could have
been moved--could not have appeared on public museum
wal1s-- in Cincinnati .
Instant drapery? It seems that one day
I received a phone call at the office . It was one
of my aunts from Cincinnati with an evening to pass
before her departure by the Queen Mary for Europe ,
and she wanted to take me out to dinner- -and see
my apartment on which she understood I had lavished
so much work . I was to o modest - -and after all it was
way down town- - but being not just any old aunt--but
really the matriarch of the family- -she would have
nothing but total acquiescence to her familial interest .
Onhanging up I was so obviously and
suddenly ill that my boss sugeested I go hom~ . I
did--and purchased a bolt of unbleached muslln- and produced an instant drapery--full wall length-a most delightful design tour de force was that day
invented, which she admired as a most clever solution
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to what she rightly assumed to be an unsightly wall.
The last tack had been driven in as she rang my bell •
••• And finally--"I wonder if Homer ever
got over his limp?" We neither of us ri ghtly knew.
It was outside Clarksville, Tennessee,
1942, at the beginning of construction of Fort Campbell. It seems that . even in the frenzy of wartime
construction, I had gotten a weekend leave to go to
New Orleans to be married. Jerry came out from New
York . The maid of honor was my bride's closest
friend and the tall stately daughter of one of the
arist ocratic old land owners of New Orleans. Jerry,
a full head shorter than Betty, of deep olive skin,
mammouth innocent eyes and accentuated sculpturesque
lips, was of ancient, pure , unmixed Armenian blood,
a distinction that didn't seem quite clear to those
who defined shades of color as quadroon, octaroon
and such in that tuwn.
Immune to such irrelevancies, they paired
off, fell in love, and a week later turned up at
Clarksville having eloped. Yes--married, a social
conformity her parents were not, in that case, at
all happy to endorse. Visits, threats. nothing
wo uld change their resolve, and when she was cut
off without a cent, and he was but poorly financially
prepared for this sudden added responsibility, I got
him a job on the project .
A two hundred million dollar rush construction job of top pri ority could only have been
located half in Kentucky and half in Tennessee as
an F.D.R. solution to the administrative persuasion
of Happy Chandler and Alben Barkley of Kentucky and
their political counterparts fr om Tennessee. '
Clarksville, Tennessee and Hopskinsville,
K?ntucky were the nearest ~ini-metropoli , and had long
Slnce run out of all concelvable and many inconceivable solutions to the demand for living quarters.
A marvelous local example of ingenious hospitality
in response to this problem was provided by the
garage owner who floored over the tie rods of the
roof and rented seven foot by three foot bed enclosures, divided four feet high, rented in 8 hour
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shifts . Unfortunately, a dangerous sag and inclining walls spoi led this dedicated ingenuity.
Jerry and Betty signed a lea?e at an unbelievably high rent for a distant, unlnsulated
summer cottage with hand pump over the kitchen
sink, and other facilities out yonder. The addition
of an old iron stove provided the only heat in this
honeymoon heaven, but it did have a full length
porch on the down hill side projecting out over the
steep slope to the east, the grade dropping at least
twenty feet below the railing .
It was one of the properties owned by an
elderly landed widow of Clarksville whose "man"
Homer managed the properties and collected rents in
response to her modestly proclaimed desire to "help
the boys in thi s war effort.h
The inevitable happened . When, in time,
the inflationarily priced "hospitality" was beginning to vripple this andother similar projects, the
N. R.A . decreed that retroactive rent controls would
be applied , and should not exceed 10% of pre-war
rentals, and further, that in cases where prior
rents had unduly exceeded this formula, no rent was
to be paid, and no evictions tolerated, until each
case was reviewed.
Jerry and Betty followed the directive
exactly as ordered, and refused Homer's threat that
his lease represented a gentlemans agreement and
could not yield to mere Fede ral decree. His threat
of forceful removal was not idle.
. One evening , warmed by a roaring fire in
the red hot iron stov e, kettles of steaming water
on top, Jerry was happily engaged in rinsing the
soap off his naked bride as she st ood in a large
round wash tub. It was his turn next as he, too,
wa s clothed only in lather.
Homer entered unannounced, and knife in
hand made it threateningly clear that he was "collecting the rent and now."
Jerry approached him with a disarmin~ ly
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wi de grin, then with flashing dexterity, knocked the
knife to the other side of the room, picked up the
astonished and helpless man, much his superior in
height and weight, and dropped him casually from the
porch, on the down-hill side.
The baths were finished in delicious
leisure before the now wailing Homer was gatherd up
and driven to the hospital for repair of a compound
fractured leg, and broken wrist. Je rry had never
been defeated in wrestling at Yale--nor, for that
matter, in the foothills of Tennessee, and though
born in Turkish Armenia, had heard somewhere that
federal law was now in force even below the Mason
Dixon line.
If Homer does still limp, his threats of
a lawsuit somehow never materialized on advice of
council to the c harmingly sweet matron whom he had
se rved not wisely perhaps, but, most certainly, too
well.
That night I met two of J erry's children
st ill living at home and we ate a late dinner and
then went to bed.
The next morning we walked around and he
showed me the corral, horses, houses and barns his
shop and s tudio--all buildings he had hand buiit.
Then I had to leave to catch my plane.
.

We won't write now, but we will ride and

s~ll together and visit his Mexican retreat next
iVln ~er, and somehow out of that will come new ex-

perlences that will only need to be recalled down
the road by long pauses and short phrases.
Woodward Ga rber

